Crystal structure of the C183S/C217S mutant of human CA VII in complex with acetazolamide.
Human carbonic anhydrase VII (hCA VII) is a cytosolic member of the alpha-CA family. This enzyme is mainly localized in a number of brain tissues such as the cortex, hippocampus and thalamus and has been noted for its contribution in generating neuronal excitation and seizures. Recently, it has been also proposed that hCA VII may be involved in the control of neuropathic pain, thus its inhibition may offer a new approach in designing pain killers useful for combating neuropathic pain. We report here the X-ray crystallographic structure of a mutated form of human CA VII in complex with acetazolamide, a classical sulfonamide inhibitor. These crystallographic studies provide important implications for the rational drug design of selective CA inhibitors with clinical applications.